Introduction to S.A.V.E. Treatments and Trainings 2018
Understand this,
if you use this S.A.V.E. technology, you will be more than likely changing your life
in a VERY big way...to Truth of health you have not experienced before.
Please know this!
Which way your life will go is for you and Truth to decide!
In the 3 days to follow with this treatment and training, you and your body will be
making many neurological adjustments and shifts. Some of these shifts may take
you through processing moments that can be instantaneous, brief, or done over a
period of hours, days, or even years. These processing moments are the
recalibration and reconnection of your conscious and subconscious (God mind).
Some of these processing shifts you may not feel. Others you may feel greatly or
intensely; expressed as pauses, glitches, shakes, twitches, tremors, temporary
paralysis, re-expression of past moments, sleepiness, deep relaxation,
pleasurable, or accelerated states.
There is no “normal” processing because everyone has different life experiences.
Expect anything. Allow for anything. Anything can happen at any time with any
given SAVE Exercise.
If you are OK with this and ready to change your life for the better, proceed.
There can be no error in the structuring process, Truth of nature will not allow it.
Only goodness prevails.
Tim Toula
www.naturalactionwater.co
S.A.V.E. Technology was a discovery from Natural Action Structured Water
Technology. On December 19, 2015, Tim Toula was revisiting playing around with
the idea of human body response to structured energetics with a Natural Action
Technologies Portable Unit when he discovered an interesting phenomenon.
The result of this discovery is this S.A.V.E. Treatment and Trainings which you
will learn and engage in soon. There are countless hours, days, months, and now
years of understanding, testing, and training and treatments with people that
have shown the incredible speed and depth to which S.A.V.E. works.
Welcome to your first step into a new and improved life.

Please send signature in as a digital photo via email: timtoula@hotmail.com !
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S.A.V.E. Technology
A collection of techniques employing structured energetics to correct physiological error
in the body. The underlying principles of this technology are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open and improve brain regulation
Balance and Improve the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS)
Balance and empower the pulses
Realign the body’s physical structure for maximum performance
Release discomfort / emotional suffering & Improve emotional well-being
Improve overall body function Physical, Emotional, and Spiritual (physiology)

This course is derived from Tim’s 30 years of various health practices in
*Oriental Therapies of Japanese Anma/Shiatsu, 5 forms of Acupuncture (Traditional
Chinese Medicine (TCM), Korean Hand Therapy (KHT), Japanese Izhizaka Style,
Auriculotherapy, and Yamamoto New Scalp Acupuncture);
*3 different forms of Chiropractic (Neural Emotional Technique (NET), Bio Energetic
Synchronization Technique (BEST), Pain Neutralization Technique (PNT) & Clinical
Hypnosis, and NLP;
*Plus extensive use of homeopathic, nutritional support (Standard Process, Chinese
Herbal Therapies, Juicing therapies), plus Extensive Dental Research.
*6 years in Structured Energetic Research
He opens up his library to SAVE participants.
His goal for every SAVE participant is to know they can quickly and easily improve their
lives daily to the knowing that every day of their life can be filled with healthy, pain-free
thoughts, and excellent, physical well-being to the point where, every morning,
you are excited to be alive and getting out of bed.
Blessings for all,
Tim Toula

Please Print Your Name, Sign, and Date here.
I, _______________________________________________, have read the above 2 pages and realize
(printed name)

that I may feel intense feeling states before I reach a state of neutrality and functional balance. I allow Tim
Toula, and all members within the S.A.V.E. program, to guide me through to this state of neutrality. I further
realize that new state scenarios may arise later that require me to be aware that I have entered back into a
state of disharmony. I accept this understanding and responsibility, and graciously allow myself, Tim Toula,
or other S.A.V.E. participants to help guide me through those states to balance and harmony. I realize that the
states I attain are based on Structured Energetics, not those of Tim Toula or anyone else involved in the SAVE
Program. Natural Action Technologies (NAT) makes no warranty, representation, or guarantee regarding the
use of its Structuring Technology in the S.A.V.E. Program.
I promise to do no filming during active sessions with S.A.V.E. in the S.A.V.E. Weekend Meeting Room. I
further promise to respect and honor the privacy and well-being of all those in the Meeting Room.
I now allow this and it allows me.

Signature________________________________________________ Date____/_____/_____
Please send signature in as a digital photo via email: timtoula@hotmail.com !
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